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MESSAGE FROM
THE DIRECTOR

Dear Sibley School Alumni and Friends:
The yellow panels on Upson are no more…
I have found that alumni either loved or
hated those tiles, but just after graduation
this year, they started coming oﬀ. The Sibley School is one year into a three-year plan
to renovate nearly all of the space associated with the School. Last year, the renovation of Kimball Hall kicked things oﬀ,
and it just re-opened in June 2015. This
state-of-the-art space is designed to house
collaborative groups focused on bio/life/
health related research. Currently, both the
Sibley School and Biomedical Engineering
have faculty in the space, much of which is
shared with a goal of increased collaborations and new innovations at the boundaries of interdisciplinary research.
The biggest changes, however, are
coming with the Upson renovation. In
January of 2014, the Computer Science department moved out of the upper floors of
Upson Hall. This provided an opportunity to renovate the building, and provide a
state-of-the-art research and teaching facility to serve as home of the Sibley School.
The new building will: double the size of
the space dedicated to our successful project teams; enlarge our ever growing and
critical rapid prototyping lab for 3D printing and other innovative manufacturing
techniques; create new teaching spaces
designed to eﬃciently enable and promote
new educational learning methods; create
new space dedicated to M.Eng. projects;
and enable a collaborative research environment with faculty and students. In the
coming year, the top three floors are being
renovated, followed by the bottom three
floors next year. While these renovations
will be a challenge given the disruptions to
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the areas where we work, the new Upson
Hall will create a wonderful state-of-theart home for the Sibley School for many
years to come. Here is a link if you want to
keep up to date on the happenings of Upson: http://www.engineering.cornell.edu/
about/upson-hall-renovation.cfm.
While our faculty have been educating the largest number of undergraduates
in the College, they continue to seek ways
to innovate their teaching; this is especially remarkable given the balancing act with
research. Rajesh Bhaskaran won an award
to create a MOOC based on the simulation work he leads with the Swanson Lab;
Rebecca Barthelmie won an “Engaged
Cornell” award to create a new, hands-on
course at the Black Oak Wind Farm Community; new and updated design courses
at all levels of the curriculum are now enabling students to seek a wide variety of
experiences, including entrepreneurship;
Meredith Silberstein and Hadas Ritz won
a College award to create an innovative
delivery of the ENGR 2020 course, based
partially on the flipped classroom concept;
and a group of our faculty is working with
the Engineering Communications program
to revamp how our students learn to communicate technically, from condensing
data to writing technical reports to giving
short presentations—our students will be
more prepared than ever to hit the ground
running when they graduate.
Of course, there are many updates
on the faculty front. Professors Al George,
Steve Pope, and Paul Dawson retired this
summer, after serving the Sibley School
with distinction for many years; all are, and
will continue to be active in advising students in the years to come. We made four
new hires: Silvia Ferrari comes to us from
Duke. She is an expert in control systems
and autonomy with additional interests
in neuroscience; Greg Bewley is a Sibley
School grad and spent a number of years
at Max Planck Institute in Germany perfecting his excellent skills in experimental
fluid dynamics, including turbulence; Guy
Hoﬀman works in the area of human-robot
collaboration and provides a wonderful
complement to the strong and growing robotics eﬀort across multiple departments at

Cornell; and Nelly Andarawis-Puri starts
with us in January, coming from Mt. Sinai,
and is an expert in biomechanics of tendons and ligaments. Nelly will provide key
expertise, with our other biomechanics faculty, to maintain and grow our joint institute with The Hospital of Special Surgery
(HSS) in New York.
Our alumni spotlight this year is Virginia Giddings, Global Head for Strategic
R&D at Abbott Nutrition. After receiving
her B.S. and M.Eng. from the Sibley School,
Virginia has made numerous contributions
to the health arena over the years, with
stops at our partner The Hospital of Special Surgery, and Abbot Vascular where she
led development of a first of its kind bioabsorbable cardiovascular scaﬀold which received the Wall Street Journal 2011 Medical
Device Innovation Award. She is currently a member of the Engineering College
Council here at Cornell
We also highlight two faculty: Professor Olivier Desjardin, who leverages high
performance computing to study complex
physics of multiphase flows, and Professor
Ankur Singh, who studies cell-material interactions, with the goal to create synthetic
immune organs capable of producing antibodies.
Sadly, we share also the loss of John
“Lum” Lumley, Willis H. Carrier Professor
Emeritus, with his passing May 30. John
is world renowned for his research in turbulent fluid flow. A colleague remarked,
“More than any other person, he defined
the field of turbulence during the second
half of the 20th century,” and observed, it
is diﬃcult to think of any facet of turbulence to which John Lumley did not make
important contributions.
You will find the newsletter full of
other notables, including student and faculty awards, project team successes, and
reunion pictures. As always, please keep in
touch with us with your news and successes through the Alumni Tab on our website,
or send us a quick email to mae_alum_
news@cornell.edu. We look forward to
hearing from you.
Warm regards,.........
Mark Campbell.......

FACULTY PROFILE/
RESEARCH

M

ultiphase flows are
everywhere around
us and aﬀect our
lives in an astounding
number of ways. You
probably
interacted several times with complex liquid-gas
flows this morning; you atomized a liquid
stream into a fine spray and coated yourself in it (a process typically referred to as
“showering”). You also vigorously mixed
water with a non-Newtonian gel to create a
dense foam in your mouth (a.k.a. “brushing
your teeth”). Similar multiphase processes
including spray formation and turbulent
droplet dispersion are key to optimizing
the eﬃciency of the combustion engine inside your car, or to determining whether it
will rain or not. Despite their ubiquitous
nature, multiphase flows are still poorly
understood, and designing a fuel injector
still requires significant trial and error and
expensive experimentation.
Turbulent multiphase flows are the
central focus of Olivier Desjardins’ research. His group harnesses high performance computing to unravel the complex
physics of turbulent liquid atomization
and spray dispersion. To that end, it is
first necessary to develop numerical strategies capable of handling multiphase flow
equations on hundreds of thousands of
interconnected computers. Computational resources on such extreme scale enable
Desjardins’ group to shed light on some of
the highly non-linear and multi-scale physics that characterize multiphase flows. Two
examples can help illustrate this point.

First, consider the liquid fuel nozzle
pictured in Figure 1. In both images, the
liquid jet bends to the side because air
flows perpendicularly to the direction of
fuel injection (this is known as “jet in crossflow” configuration, commonly used in gas
turbine engine). Depending on the design
of the injector geometry, a very diﬀerent
liquid jet can develop. In the left image,
the injector has rounded corners that limit
turbulence production, leading to a smooth
liquid jet surface that breaks due to the development of unstable waves. In the bottom
image, the injector has sharp corners that
promote turbulence in the liquid, leading
to a more dramatic atomization process.
Capturing these eﬀects, a pre-requisite to
predicting spray characteristics, requires
predicting the small turbulent and interfacial dynamics as well as the global flow
geometry, which are separated by two to
three orders of magnitude in length scale.
As a result, such simulations used up to 8
billion cells and 16,000 compute cores for
several weeks.
Then, consider the seemingly simple
problem of particles falling in a quiescent
gas, relevant both to rain formation and to
fluidized bed reactors. For a single isolated
particle, this is an easy problem to solve by
accounting for fluid drag and gravity. But
with many millions of particles, under certain conditions the particles self-organize
into denser groups called clusters, potentially driving the flow to turbulent conditions, as illustrated in Figure 2. In these
simulations once again, several orders of
magnitude in length scale separate clusters

Olivier Desjardins, Associate Professor

from individual particles, requiring largescale computing resources to capture.
While these examples focus on two
fundamental questions in multiphase flow
dynamics, in both cases the engineering

Figure 2: Settling particles self-organize
into clusters that induce turbulence in the
surrounding gas. This image shows the fraction
of volume occupied by particles, normalized by
the average particle volume fraction in the box.

Figure 1: Liquid jet in gas cross-flow simulations. The left image corresponds to a rounded liquid injector;
the right image corresponds to a sharp-edged injector.
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application is just around the corner. Moreover, as the speed and size of supercomputers keep increasing, the gap between
fundamental research and engineering relevance will continue to vanish.

FACULTY PROFILE/
RESEARCH

BREAKING RULES TO ENGINEER
THE HUMAN IMMUNE SYSTEM

Ankur Singh, Assistant Professor

P

rofessor Ankur Singh applies engineering principles to quantitatively
study human cells and
builds biomaterials and
micro-nano-technologies
to manipulate the behavior of these
cells. His main research interest is in
immuno-engineering and stem cell
mechanics. Professor Singh and the
members of his Immunotherapy and
Cell Engineering Lab (ICEL) are trying to understand the fundamentals of
cell-material interactions in immune
response, underlying mechanics and
signaling, and establish bioengineering
strategies for cancers, infections, osteoarthritis, and tissue regeneration.”
Singh and his team of engineers have
created a functional, synthetic immune organ that produces antibodies and can be
controlled in the lab, completely separate
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from a living organism. The engineered
organ has implications for everything from
rapid production of immune therapies to
new frontiers in cancer or infectious disease
research. The synthetic organ is bio-inspired by secondary immune organs like
the lymph node or spleen, which are the
sites of immune reactions. Singh used his
materials engineering expertise and performed mechanical
testing to determine
the optimal 3D structure which resembled
the tissue stiﬀness of
human spleen and
lymph nodes. The
immune organ, made
of a hydrogel, is a
soft,
nanocomposite biomaterial. The
engineers reinforced
the material with silicate
nanoparticles
to keep the structure
from melting at the
physiologically relevant temperature of
98.6 degrees. Singh’s
synthetic immune organs present a specific protein/small molecule that communicated with integrin proteins on immune
cells. Integrins serve as force transducers

in cells that link mechanical stimuli and
biochemical signals. Like a real organ, the
synthetic organoid converts B cells—which
make antibodies that respond to infectious
invaders—into germinal centers, which are
clusters of B cells which activate, mature
and mutate their antibody genes when the
body is under attack. His team has demon-

strated how they can control this immune
response in the 3D organ and tune how
quickly the B cells increase in numbers, get
activated and change their antibody types

up to 100 times faster than existing 2D systems.
But why did he do this? “You can use
our system to force the production of immunotherapeutics at much faster rates,” he
said. The organ could lead to increased understanding of B cell functions, an area of
study that typically relies on animal models
to observe how the cells develop and mature. What’s more, Singh says, the organ
could be used to study specific infections
and how the body produces antibodies to
fight those infections—from Ebola to HIV.
Such a system also could be used to test
toxic chemicals and environmental factors
contributing to infections or organ malfunctions. His team is transforming these
immune organoids into microscale biosystems.
An interesting aspect of Singh’s research is his eﬀorts to understand the role
of mechanical stimuli and tissue matrix in
the development of B and T cell tumors
(called lymphomas). The process of B and
T cells converting to tumors is not well understood. “We know that when the body
makes mistakes in the genetic rearrangement while making antibodies (say against
influenza or malaria), blood cancer can result,” says Singh. One of the bottlenecks in
B and T cell lymphoma research has been
the absence of natural or synthetic tissue
culture models to study initiation and
progression of human lymphoma tumors
and responses to drugs. “Currently there
is nothing available to take the patient’s
lymphoma tumor and culture in the lab for
a prolonged duration. My hypothesis is it
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largely happens in the same immune organs in the body where normal immune reactions occur. If we can engineer organoids
that mimic our lymph nodes, perhaps we
can make patient-derived lymphomas to
survive,” says Singh. He has recently developed a modular biomaterials-based hydrogel that, for the first time, demonstrates the
role of synthetic 3D tissue and integrins in
drug resistance in B and T cell lymphomas.
His other relevant research work includes developing self-assembly nanogels
for protein therapeutic delivery to reduce
osteoarthritis associated inflammation
in knee joints. He has published peer-reviewed papers in Nature Methods, Nature
Materials, PNAS, Advanced Materials, Molecular Therapy, Biomaterials, Journal of Controlled Release, and Journal of Cell Science. Dr.
Singh is a recipient of the 2014 Rising Star
Award from the Biomedical Engineering
Society and 2015 Young Innovators Award,
Journal of Cellular and Molecular Bioengineering. He currently serves as the Chair of
the Immune-engineering Special Interest
Group of the Society for Biomaterials. His
research is supported by the National Institutes of Health and National Science Foundation.
Another area of research where Singh
and his colleagues are breaking new
ground is stem cell engineering. “Until
now, stem cell research has been predominantly seen from biology and biochemistry
standpoints. We are taking a mechanical
engineering approach to regulate these important cells. We are slowly learning to control the behavior of pluripotent stem cells

(that can make any other cell type in your
body) using micro-and-nanometer scale
engineering platforms.” One of Singh’s
stem cell papers was published in Nature
Methods in 2013 and the microfluidic technology μSHEAR has been licensed now.
His lab is now asking questions that could,
potentially, take stem cell transplantations
to the next level. When you make mature
cells from pluripotent stem cells you often
assume they are ready for transplantation.
If they have residual pluripotent cell population, it can form a teratoma (a kind of
tumor). We are asking “What is the profile
of these rare cells and how can we build a
technology to rapidly remove them”, says
Singh.
In July 2015, Singh and his lab moved
into Kimball Hall. The newly renovated
Kimball Hall features a complete overhaul of the second through fourth floors to
provide wet lab space for Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering, Biomedical Engineering, and other college departments.
This new facility is fully equipped with the
state-of-the-art machinery and resources
not previously available to several laboratories in the Engineering quad. Singh and
his team have moved to the 3rd floor along
with MAE’s Brian Kirby and BME’s Michael L. Shuler. The second floor occupants
include MAE’s Robert Shepherd and Meredith Silberstein. Singh and his team are
looking forward to the possible interdisciplinary collaboration between various labs
in the Kimball facility.
State-of-the-art Singh laboratory in Kimball Hall.

AlumniPROFILE
VIRGINIA GIDDINGS, PH.D.

GLOBAL HEAD, STRATEGIC R&D
ABBOTT NUTRITION

V

irginia Giddings was
born in New York and
earned both a B.S. and
an M.Eng. from the Sibley School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering in 1988 and 1989 respectively.
Following her educational focus on biomechanics, she went to New York City
to work at The Hospital for Special Surgery, collaborating closely with leading
orthopaedic surgeons designing artificial joints. In 1993, she moved west to
pursue additional education at Stanford University, in the Design Division
of Mechanical Engineering, earning a
Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering in 1998.
After completing her Ph.D., Giddings
went to work for Exponent Failure Analysis Associates, a global engineering consulting firm. Her consulting role at Exponent
enabled her to garner experience across
a wide range of challenging engineering
problems, from forensic engineering to get
to the source of product failure and human
injury biomechanics, to academic level research to support medical device design
and regulatory approval. During this time,
Giddings also became a registered patent
agent, a skill that led to her subsequent
roles driving intellectual property strategy with Silicon Valley Medtech (start-up),
Advanced Stent Technologies, and then
with Johnson & Johnson Pharmaceutical
Division. In 2006, she left J&J to pursue a
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role leading up product development at (AIMBE) College of Fellows.
Abbott Vascular. At Abbott Vascular, she
Giddings believes it is important to
played a key role in bringing to market
give back to the community, particularly in
their first drug eluting stent, XIENCE V,
areas she is passionate about—including,
now the market leading coronary stent.
STEM education, female leadership roles,
She then led development of ABSORB, a and sports. She serves as an advisor on the
first of kind bioabsorbable cardiovascu- Cornell Engineering College Council, the
lar scaﬀold, which received the Wall Street President’s Council of Cornell Women, and
Journal 2011 Medical Device Innovation a board member for the Wallace H. Coulter
Award. She was oﬀered the opportunity
Department of Biomedical Engineering at
to join Abbott Nutrition, and jumped at
Georgia Tech and Emory University. She
the opportunity, relocating to Columbus,
is also on the Scientific Advisory Board
Ohio with her husband and two children. for the Columbus-based Center of Science
As Abbott’s largest division, consumer and Industry (COSI) which hosts science
facing and with the majority of their busiprograms that inspire thousands of local
ness outside the United States, moving to children. She is one of the five founders
the Nutrition division provided Giddings of MedtechWomen, an organization dedthe opportunity for Global experience, paricated to highlighting women leaders in
ticularly as Abbott Nutrition added R&D the medical technology industry. She was
Centers in India and China during her first a board member with the American Youth
few years with the organization. Currently,
Soccer Organization and as coach instrucshe heads Strategic Research and Develop- tor certified over 500 youth soccer coaches.
She and her husband live in Columment at Abbott Nutrition and is responsibus, Ohio with their daughter and son. Her
ble for acceleration of innovation through
family enjoys many outdoor sports togethearly-stage research and creation of global
er, including running, biking, soccer, and
partnerships. Her organizational leadership includes nutrition discovery, partner skiing. Giddings believes her Cornell exdevelopment, technology assessment, and perience was foundational to many of her
long-range planning across R&D sites in the achievements in life and enjoys her trips
U.S., Singapore, India, China, and Europe. back to Ithaca, no matter what the season.
She also serves on the
Executive Committee
for the Center for Nutrition, Learning, and
Memory, an Abbott
Nutrition-University
of Illinois partnership
focused on identifying
nutrition solutions to
improve learning and
prevent memory decline. In 2015, she was
inducted into the prestigious American Institute for Medical and
Dr. Giddings at home in Ohio with her husband and children.
Biological Engineering

HONORS AND
AWARDS

FACULTY
Named Faculty
Fellow of the Atkinson
Center for
Sustainability.
Professor C.
Thomas Avedisian

Atkinson Center’s
2015 Academic
Venture Fund for her
Wind Energy, More Eﬃciently proposal. Also
Professor Rebecca
an Otto Mønsted guest
Barthelmie
professorship with the
Wind Energy department of the Danish
Technical University.

Promoted to Professor with permanent
tenure eﬀective July 1,
2015. Erickson was also
named a Fellow with
ASME and is a Prism
Professor David
Erickson
Award Finalist with the
Optofluidics’s Molecular Nano Tweezer
(SPIE).

Promoted to Associate Professor with
permanent tenure eﬀective July 1, 2015.
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Assistant Professor
Robert Shepherd

Atkinson Center’s
2015 Academic
Venture Fund for his
Real Savings from Home
Retrofits proposal.
Professor Jane
Wang

Professor Emeritus
Albert George

Atkinson Center’s
2015 Academic
Venture Fund for his
Geoengineering on a Regoinal Scale proposal.

Promoted to Associate Professor with
permanent tenure eﬀective July 1, 2015.
Associate Professor
Olivier Desjardins

Professor Emeritus
Stephen Pope

Professor Elizabeth
Fisher

Associate Professor
Hadas Kress-Gazit

Reappointed as the
Joseph Silbert Dean
of Engineering: Second
five-year term. Named
as both a Fellow and
elected as a Member-atProfessor Lance
Collins
Large for the American
Association for the Advancement of
Science.

Named Fellow of the
American Society of
Mechanical Engineers.

Named Associate Editor of Energy and Fuels.

Recognized as the
John A. Mellowes ‘60
Professor by the Cornell University College
of Engineering.
Professor Mark
Campbell

Assistant Professor
Perrine Pepiot

Sr. Research
Associate and
Sr. Lecturer
Douglas MacMartin

John Swanson ‘61
ME Excellence in
Teaching Award, in
honor of his mother,
Dorothy G. Swanson,
Cornell University.

Professor Marjolein
van der Meulen

Young Investigator
Award from the Air
Force for those that
show exceptional ability
and promise for conducting basic research.

Elected Fellow of
the American Physical
Society. Also named
Reese Prosser Memorial
Lecturer by the Mathematics Department,
Dartmouth College.
Named Fellow of the
American Association
for the Advancement of
Science. Professor van
der Meulen also won the
Orthopaedic Research
Society Women’s Leadership Award.

Students
The Sibley School community congratulates the graduated students
who achieved the highest scholastic
averages in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering for 2015

Outstanding Senior: Awarded to an undergraduate student who has exemplified
strong leadership skills, raising awareness
of the Cornell chapter of ASME, through
outreach, social and professional activities.
Award Recipient: Charles Zhang: B.S.,
M.E. ‘15

2015 Senior Class Speaker: Sonia
Luther: B.S., M.E. ‘15

Sibley School Class of 2015 Senior
Video creators: Rehan Kaluarachchi:
B.S., M.E. ‘15; Aaron Stolicker: B.S., M.E.
‘15

2015 Outstanding Achievement
Award: This award is presented to two
graduating students who have achieved
the highest academic standing in the Master of Engineering Program.
Award Recipients: Jason Fitzgerald: B.S.,
M.E. ‘14, M.Eng.. ‘15; Katie McQuade: B.S.,
M.E. ‘13, M.Eng.. ‘14

Recipients of the 2015 Sibley Prize:
The Sibley prizes were established in 1884
for the two seniors with the highest scholastic averages.
Award Recipients: Jesse Miller: B.S., M.E.
‘15; Alexander Semaca: B.S., M.E. ‘15

Thomas J. and Joan T. Kelly Prize:
Awarded to undergraduate students displaying excellence in aerospace engineering, as demonstrated through coursework
or an innovative design project.
Award Recipients: Amanda Steckel: B.S.,
M.E. ‘14, M.Eng.. ‘15; Lunar Regolith Rocket, Research with Professor Mason Peck.
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Walter Werring Prize: Recognizes talented and dedicated undergraduates who
have enhanced the Cornell community, excelling in a manner befitting the reputation
of the Sibley School.
Award Recipients: Hiu Fat Tse: B.S., M.E.
‘15; Nina Buchakjian: B.S., M.E. ‘15

Frank O. Ellenwood Prize: Awarded to
undergraduate students with the highest
GPA in heat and power courses.
Award Recipients: Jesse Miller: B.S., M.E.
‘14; Alexander Semaca: B.S., M.E. ‘14

McManus Design Award: Awarded
for best technical paper of single or joint
authorship presenting an original solution
to a design problem or project.
Award Recipient: Peter Baggaley: B.S.,
M.E. ‘15, M.Eng.. ‘15; NSF Biped III Robot:
Hip Design, Research with Professor Andy
Ruina.
R.N. Janeway Automotive Engineering
Award: Awarded for technical paper of
single or joint authorship presenting an
original proposal for an improvement in
automotive vehicles.
Award Recipient: Joseph Durante: B.S.,
M.E. ‘15; Marlon Rainville: B.S., M.E. ‘16;
Active Aerodynamics, Research with Professor Albert George.

Bart Conta Prize in Energy and
Environment: Awarded for best work on
a research or design project dealing with
energy and the environment.
Award Recipients: Camelia Hssaine: B.S.,
M.E. ‘14, M.Eng.. ‘15; Mark Romanelli:
M.E. ‘14, M.Eng.. ‘15; Xiyue Zhang: Masters, Public Administration ‘15; Tompkins
County Energy Roadmap, Research with
Professor K. Max Zhang.

Sibley Prize for Excellence in Graduate Teaching Assitance: Awarded to
Ph.D. students, recognizing their dedication and excellence as teaching assistants
for Sibley School courses.
Award Recipients: Jordan Chipka: Ph.D.;
David Kemmenoe: Ph.D.

H.D. Block Graduate Teaching Prize:
Awarded to a Ph.D. student, recognizing
their dedication and excellence as a teaching assistant in Engineering Mathematics
and Engineering Mechanics
Award Recipient: Amy Engelbrecht-Wiggans: Ph.D.

The Silent Hoist and Crane Company
Prize: Established in 1950 for the purpose
of stimulating the thinking of engineering
students with aptitude or special interest
in the art and science of Material Handling.
Award Recipient: David Hartino: B.S.,
M.E. ‘10, M.Eng.. ‘15; Small Bolt Pretensioner, Research in conjunction with ASML
and advised by Professor Stuart Leigh
Phoenix.

MAENEWS AND
SPOTLIGHTS

Engineers’ synthetic
immune organ produces antibodies: Cornell
engineers have created a
functional, synthetic immune organ that
produces antibodies and can be controlled
in the lab. (http://www.news.cornell.edu/
stories/2015/06/engineers-synthetic-immune-organ-produces-antibodies)
Malika Grayson Ph.D.
‘16 is awarded a Rudd
Mayer Fellowship from
the Women of Wind Energy. (http://www.womenofwindenergy.
org/may-2015-news-meet-the-2015-ruddmayer-fellows.html)
International consortium collaborating to
improve wind farm
efficiency at the Wind
Energy Institute of Canada. (http://www.
mae.cornell.edu/news/index.cfm?news_
id=93494&news_back=)
2015 Merrill Scholars
included two MAE
students, Eric Ching and
Ankith Harathi honored
at the Merrill Presidential Scholars Convocation. (http://www.news.cornell.edu/stories/2015/05/35-seniors-honored-2015-merrill-scholars)
Jason Flahie ends his
successful year as
President of ASME:
Jason Flahie has served
as president of the Cornell Chapter of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
in the Fall 2014 and Spring 2015. (http://
www.mae.cornell.edu/news/index.
cfm?news_id=93428&news_back=)
Congratulations to
ASME and AIAA Executive board members:
MAE held a recognition
ceremony honoring students who served
9 | MAE Magazine

on the executive boards of ASME and on
AIAA. (http://www.mae.cornell.edu/news/
index.cfm?news_id=93429&news_back=)
Baja Racing took first
in design, endurance,
and overall: The team
also took second place
for Suspension, and third place for
Acceleration in Baltimore. (http://www.
mae.cornell.edu/news/index.cfm?news_
id=93422&news_back=)
Soft robot to swim
through Europa’s
oceans: A Cornell engineering team has received
a nine-month, $100,000 starter grant from
NASA to develop a soft, swimming robot
suitable for exploring the harsh conditions
of other worlds, notably Jupiter’s moon
Europa. (http://www.news.cornell.edu/
stories/2015/05/soft-robot-swim-througheuropas-oceans)
Selva’s book takes
modern look at system
architecture: A new book
co-authored by Cornell
systems engineer Daniel Selva oﬀers a
modern take on the science behind complex systems—from the architecture of a
power grid to a mobile payment system
or a constellation of satellites. (http://
www.news.cornell.edu/stories/2015/05/
selvas-book-takes-modern-look-system-architecture)
Student Mars Rover
team competes in Utah
desert: A team of Cornell
engineering students
advanced to the finals of the University
Rover Challenge, a competition to build
and operate a prototype radio-controlled
vehicle that could assist astronauts exploring Mars. (http://www.news.cornell.edu/
stories/2015/05/student-mars-rover-teamwill-compete-utah-desert)

Cornell panelists discuss robotics’ role in
our lives: “To what extent
are you willing to let
robots into your life?” That was one question posed by Cornell University experts
on the panel. (http://www.ithacajournal.
com/story/news/local/2015/04/26/robotics-panel-cornell/26420359/?from=global&sessionKey=&autologin=)
Malika Grayson wins
national NSBE award:
The Mike Shinn NSBE
Distinguished Member of
the Year award is given to a female and
male NSBE member who demonstrate
high scholastic performance, dedicated
service to the Society, and who possess
high professional promise. (http://www.
mae.cornell.edu/news/index.cfm?news_
id=68078&news_back=)
BOOM showcases hightech student projects:
From an automated
beer-brewing system
to video games and apps not yet on the
market, Cornell students will unveil their
best work in cutting-edge digital technologies at BOOM 2015—“Bits On Our
Minds”. (http://www.news.cornell.edu/
stories/2015/03/boom-showcases-hightech-student-projects-march-25)
Beating bird wings
generate electricity
for data collector: A
technology that generates
electricity from the beating wings of
birds, bats or even moths could produce
enough power to run a device that collects
data—such as location, migration habits
or vital physiological statistics—used by
biologists. (http://www.news.cornell.edu/
stories/2015/03/beating-bird-wings-generate-electricity-data-collector)

MAENEWS AND
SPOTLIGHTS

A clear and audacious
goal: USA Today OpEd
by Mason Peck: Defeatism, cynicism and
mindless conservatism didn’t get us to
the moon. (http://www.usatoday.com/
story/opinion/2015/02/23/mars-one-nasa-congress-mason-a-peck-editorials-debates/23908203/)
Prof. Hernandez: My
own McFarland story:
Hernandez uses his own
story as a starting point to
then discuss ways to address the dearth
of Mexican-American and other Latino
engineers. (http://www.mae.cornell.edu/
news/index.cfm?news_id=67759&news_
back=)
Prof. Williamson
discusses sailing,
approach to education
in the Cornell Daily Sun
‘Cornell Close-Ups’. (http://cornellsun.
com/blog/2015/02/11/sailing-fueled-interest-in-engineering-for-prof-williamson/)

Prof. Singh’s collaborative work on “Stimuli
responsive, light-triggered materials”
published in Nature Materials. (http://
www.nature.com/nmat/journal/vaop/
ncurrent/full/nmat4157.html)
Full speed ahead: The
physical art of sailing:
“Exploring Unsteady Sail
Propulsion in Olympic
Class Sailboats,” to a sailor, this discussion is about rolling a dinghy during
maneuvers, but to a scientist, it is the
exploration of unsteady fluid dynamics
of sailing and how athletic maneuvering
gives boats an extra boost. (http://www.
sailingscuttlebutt.com/2014/11/24/fullspeed-ahead-physical-art-sailing/)
Upson Hall undergoing
major renovations: A
mechanical engineering
building constructed in
1956. Stay up-to-date with current activities. (https://www.engineering.cornell.
edu/about/upson-hall-renovation.cfm)

Generators that relieve
power grid worsen
ozone pollution: Max
Zhang and Xiyue Zhang
(no relation) examined how firing up diesel backup generators in non-emergency
situations could boost atmospheric ozone
concentrations due to additional nitrogen
oxide emissions. (http://www.news.
cornell.edu/stories/2015/01/generators-relieve-grid-worsen-ozone-pollution)

Cornell engineers join
$2M DARPA Robotics
Challenge: Cornell engineers are adding their
expertise in robot autonomy to the competition sponsored by the U.S. Defense
Advanced Research Projects. (http://
www.news.cornell.edu/stories/2014/11/
cornell-engineers-join-2m-darpa-robotics-challenge)

Prof. Mason Peck and
student Zak Manchester interviewed and
aired on PRI’s (Public
Radio International) Science Friday with
Ira Flatow. (http://www.pri.org/stories/2015-01-05/exciting-new-ideas-spacetechnology-are-getting-short-changedcongress)

NASA Administrator
Charles Bolden at
Cornell Engineering to
deliver the 2014 William
R. Sears Lecture at the Sibley School of
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering.
(http://www.mae.cornell.edu/news/index.
cfm?news_id=66913&news_back=news_
archive%26y%3D2014)
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Singh’s osteoarthritis
drug delivery research
is the “Frontispiece” cover of Advanced Healthcare
Materials. (http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
doi/10.1002/adhm.201470051/abstract)
Zero-G pulses like a
jellyfish on the Space
Station: The Smithsonian.com states balls of
fire burning in low gravity could help
scientists create cleaner, more eﬃcient engine fuels. (http://www.smithsonianmag.
com/science-nature/zero-g-fire-pulses-jellyfish-space-station-180952454/?no-ist)
For a healthier you,
let your smartphone
call it in: The National
Science Foundation has
awarded a five-year, $3 million grant to
a multidisciplinary group of Cornell researchers who are developing a device to
help you track your health. (http://www.
news.cornell.edu/stories/2014/08/healthier-you-let-your-smartphone-call-it)
Mike Psiaki, B.Sc.
‘09, a LEGO® designer: Designs a replica of
the iconic Ferrari F40,
with sleek aerodynamic lines, vented,
hinged rear hatch, opening doors and
detailed interior. (https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=Pl-TKIp-A8k)
Rebecca Barthelmie
was a keynote speaker: ‘Oﬀshore wind
energy: perspectives and
prospects at the second Oﬀshore Energy
and Storage Symposium- July 3 2015,
Edinburgh, UK. (http://www.see.ed.ac.
uk/drupal/oses/programme)

MAENEWS AND
SPOTLIGHTS

Ph.D. student Kevin
Kircher in Prof.
Zhang’s lab wins ‘Best
Presentation in Session’ award at the American Control
Conference for his talk “Economic Model
Predictive Control of Thermal Storage
for Demand Response”. (http://www.
mae.cornell.edu/mae/news/spotlights.
cfm?s_id=546)
Professor Rebecca
Barthelmie deploys
dual ZephIR 300 wind
lidars for more accurate
turbulence study for wind turbines.
(http://www.zephirlidar.com/cornelluniversity-deploy-dual-zephir-300-windlidars-for-more-accurate-turbulencestudy-for-wind-turbines/)
Gemini Planet Imager
(GPI) began collecting
data as part of a three
year survey. (http://
www.mae.cornell.edu/mae/news/spotlights.cfm?s_id=508&page=3)
Olivier Desjardins,
Associate Professor
was featured in a video
at Stanford University
Engineering Dept. 15th biennial summer
program of the center for turbulence
research. (https://engineering.stanford.
edu/news/15th-biennial-summer-program-center-turbulence-research)
There aren’t enough
data scientists to
go around unless you
automate them. Alumnus
Michael Schmidt—part of 35 Innovators
Under 35. (http://www.technologyreview.com/lists/innovators-under-35/2014/
entrepreneur/michael-schmidt/)
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SUPPORTMAE
Giving and Support

Alumnus Tuhin Sahai
‘08 awarded the
Grainger Foundation
Frontiers of Engineering
(FOE) grant by the National Academy of
Engineering. (http://www.utrc.utc.com/
utrc-receives-national.html)
Harvard and Cornell
researchers develop
soft robot capable of
untethered, autonomous operation. Imagine a non-rigid,
shape-changing robot that walks on
four “legs.” (http://view.liebertpubmail.
com/?j=fe6c17727365007c7516&m=ﬀ281776736c&ls=fdbb15747c62007a7716767361&l=fe6015787c660d7d7714&s=fde51576776c037a711d7873&jb=ﬀcf14&ju=fe32107077640775731476&r=0)

SUPPORT MAE
Giving: Private gifts are essential and
help to ensure the continued excellence,
relevance, and impact of initiatives for
MAE. To make a gift using the secure
online gift form, please visit: www.giving.cornell.edu or a check made payable
to Cornell University, may be mailed to:
Cornell University, PO Box 25842, Lehigh
Valley, PA 18003-9692. Please be sure
to indicate your intention to designate
your gift to MAE. Corporate matching
gifts count as a gift from you and are a
powerful way to double your giving. If
your company has a matching gift program, please contact your HR director.
Cornell’s financial advisors can assist
you with a number of gift-giving tools
designed to meet your family’s financial
and philanthropic goals, including securities, trusts, bequests, and real estate.
Please visit the Oﬃce of Trusts, Estates,
and Gift Planning website: http://www.
alumni.cornell.edu/fund/ways.cfm.

GIVING OPPORTUNITIES
Graduate Fellowships: Our goal is to
provide funding to each first-year Ph.D.
student and to provide fellowships as
part of the startup for new faculty.
Digital Manufacturing Initiative:
Purchase and maintain new, modern
equipment (e.g. 3D printing, laser cutters,
etc.) for the design and fabrication of
engineered systems, particularly for undergraduate research and project teams.
Teaching Laboratory Specialist:
Additional technical specialist in support
of experiential learning, including instructional labs, shops, wind tunnels, and
digital manufacturing.
Teaching Laboratory Fund: Add new
and renew laboratory equipment used
in student labs, which serve as a cornerstone of the Sibley School courses.
Design Lecturer: Professor of Practice
to lead MAE design program, teach
design courses, lead the M.Eng. program
and provide liaison with industry.
Online Learning Initiatives: Develop
a new series of online materials (lectures,
problems, interactive sessions, simulations).
Research Seed Grants: Provide
support for faculty to undertake new
initiatives, new directions and interdisciplinary collaborations.
Distinguished Speakers Fund: To
enable highly distinguished speakers to
visit the Sibley School for the Colloquium
and courses.
Student Projects: Provide support for
undergraduate and M.Eng. student projects in design, project teams, or research.
Student Organizations such as
ASME and AIAA: Provide support for
outreach activities as well as travel to
student conferences.

The Sibley School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Reunion June 6, 2015
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STUDENT HIGHLIGHT/
RESEARCH

D

ependency on renewable
sources of energy has continued to grow with the
depletion of fossil fuels.
Additionally, as we strive
to become more environmentally conscious and sustainable, the
use of fossil fuels has increased environmental concerns with the production of
billions of tonnes of carbon dioxide. As an
abundant supply of energy, the U.S. Department of Energy (DoE) has stated that
wind energy generation has increased to
4.4%, making it one of the country’s largest
sources of electricity. While the electricity
demand is highest in populated areas, the
majority of wind energy generation occurs
in rural areas, increasing transmission costs
of electricity.
In my research I look at how producing
wind energy in urban areas where it is highest in demand will not only provide buildings with easy accessibility to electricity
but will decrease external energy demand
that leads to high transportation costs. As
flow approaches the windward façade of a
building, it is separated at the leading edge,
creating a separation zone with low velocity and high turbulence directly above the
roof. The displaced flow experiences a velocity increase that makes energy yield in
that area attractive. This separation zone

BY:

MALIKA GRAYSON
MAE PH.D. CANDIDATE

also experiences instability and high turbulence intensity that makes placing energy
harvesting devices diﬃcult. How can we
increase the energy yield potential in urban
areas? Can we take advantage of the undis-

Example of designed building structure used to
increase wind energy yield potential.

turbed flow around tall buildings? Is there
a way to manipulate a building’s structure
to increase this potential energy yield?
By changing the façade of a building’s
structure to be a concentrator of the wind,
the wind can be further accelerated at the
leading edge, resulting in a “sweet spot” in

that location. The flow velocity is increased
across the entire roof region leading to multiple locations for siting and increased eﬃciency of wind turbine devices. In manipulating or designing the building’s overall
structure to compliment the wind’s magnitude, the turbulence intensity can also be
decreased. In the LIMS Lab, wind tunnel
experiments have been performed using
diﬀerent façade types including sloped
building facades and elliptical building
façades. Using two dimensional results of
the aforementioned, innovative designs
for three dimensional structures have been
simulated using parameter optimization
methods to determine the “perfect” building structure for both energy harnessing
and practicality.

Velocity contours of a) basic rectangular façade building, b) sloped façade building, and c) elliptical façade building showing the velocity
changes above the roof using varying facades.
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WELCOME NEW FACULTY

Silvia Ferrari, Professor

A

Professor in the Sibley
School of Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering,
Silvia Ferrari joined Cornell this summer and is
currently Director of the
Laboratory for Intelligent Systems and
Controls (LISC). An aerospace engineer
by training, Ferrari develops new methods
rooted in machine learning and systems
theory to design intelligent autonomous
systems that are able to learn and discover new information over time. Her contributions include the development of new
theories and algorithms on the learning
and approximation properties of graphical models, such as neural and probabilistic networks, as well their applications
in many areas of science and engineering,
such as reconfigurable aircraft control and

robotics. Professor Ferrari developed new
methods for adaptive dynamic programming, reinforcement learning, optimal
control, and information-driven planning
and control for distributed systems and
mobile sensor networks. Recent contributions also include the development of new
mathematical models of learning and plasticity uncovered from biological brains, as
well as cognitive models of complex decision-making derived from data.
Prior to joining Cornell, Ferrari was
professor of engineering and computer
science at Duke University and a faculty
member of the Duke Institute for Brain Sciences (DIBS). While at Duke, she founded the Integrative Graduate Education
and Research Training (IGERT) Program
on Wireless Intelligent Sensor Networks
(WISeNet), which now includes over 35
faculty members housed in 12 entities including Engineering, the School of the Environment, Arts and Sciences, and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the
Naval Undersea Warfare Center (NUWC),
and companies such as Ferrari S.p.A. and
BAE Systems. The purpose of this program is to prepare Ph.D. students for interdisciplinary research in wireless sensor
networks that process, store, and learn
from data so as to improve their ability to
gather information over time. By participating in field experiments led by EPFL,
University of Ulster, University of Cagliari,
and University of Bologna, the students in
this program have been able to contribute

first hand to unprecedented observations
of environmental and ecological processes,
and to develop methods for more eﬀective
and reliable use of sensors for defense and
national security. Ferrari’s collaborations
and partnerships in these areas continue
here at Cornell, where LISC students and
researchers conduct collaborative research
and field experiments aimed at demonstrating information-driven planning and
control methods for unmanned vehicles
engaged in underwater demining, mobile
methane sensing, search and rescue, and
surveillance.
Although sensor technologies vary
considerably, from embedded sensor systems on unmanned vehicles to tiny “smart
dust” sensors gathering and relaying environmental data to a central computer,
a unifying paradigm that has recently
emerged in the literature is to treat the
sensor network as a system of dynamic information-gathering agents whose performance depends on the environment they
are deployed to observe. As a result, the
same environmental models that require
the use of sensor data to update environmental predictions and forecasts can be
used to manage and control the sensors
intelligently over time. Professor Ferrari
and her group develop theory and computational methods to allow wireless sensor
networks to better process and learn from
sensed information, adapt autonomously
to unanticipated situations, self-coordinate
to meet multiple objectives and constraints,

Installing soil moisture sensors for drought monitoring and prediction in a semiarid region of Sardenia.
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and evolve over time to exhibit
greater functionality in changing and complex environments.
An intelligent system is able
to process, store, and retrieve
information, identify changes,
plan actions, learn from past
experience, and adjust to new
environments and situations to
improve its performance over
time. A fundamental feature
of the brain is that it transforms
sensory inputs into appropriate
motor outputs, and when the
sensor inputs change, the motor outputs can adapt. Adaptation and learning are central
properties of these sensori-motor transformations which must
continuously face new circumstances, from growth and development to migratory or seasonal change, and adapt to new
complex and unstructured environments. Professor Ferrari’s
research aims at reproducing in
artificial systems some of the
capabilities of biological sensori-motor systems such as coordinating sensor movements
and fusing heterogeneous data,
while performing complex motor tasks such as searching for
hidden clues or targets, landing
on a moving surface, or moving

across an obstacle-populated
room.
Ferrari’s work has been
recognized
through
many
awards and honors, including
the Presidential Early Career
Award for Scientists and Engineers (PECASE), the NSF CAREER Award, the ONR Young
Investigator Award, and the
International Crime Analysis
Association Research Award.
Ferrari is an IEEE Senior Member and Chair of the IEEE Technical Committee on Adaptive
Dynamic Programming and Reinforcement Learning. She also
serves on the Advisory Board of
several international institutes
and multi-institution projects,
such as the Intelligent Systems
Research Center (ISRC), University of Ulster, UK, and the
SHERPA European Union (EU)
Project. Ferrari has co-authored
over 90 refereed publications
spanning areas in cybernetics, control theory, robotics,
and neuroscience, and has led
numerous multi-investigator
multi-disciplinary research efforts with funding by the National Science Foundation and
the Oﬃce of Naval Research.

Distributed optimal control of a network of collaborative unicycle robots.
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ALUMNI NOTES
By: Frank Moon, Professor
Emeritus, M.S. ’64, Ph.D. ‘67
How many readers have played the
smart phone game
“Angry
Birds”?
About a billion
downloads of the game are in
circulation and the key software
was written by a TAM/Sibley
School Ph.D. graduate Dr. Erin
Catto. Catto
writes
software to
compute the
Newtonian
dynamics
of
video
games. His most successful
code is called “Box2D” and is
free on the web. The Angry
Birds company, Rovio, used
Catto’s algorithm to run the
physics of the game in 2009. Unfortunately Catto did not share
the profits that accrued except
for an Angry Birds t-shirt. Catto received his Ph.D. in 1996 in
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics (TAM) studying dynamics under Professor Francis
Moon and built a unique flexible robot arm that could serve
a glass of champagne without
spilling it. His Box2D code has
been used in other popular
games such as Tomb Raider
and Crayon Physics. Erin now
works for Blizzard Entertainment and lives with his family
in Irvine California.
••••••
If you were 18 and had the
choice of touring the country
in a popular band or going to

study engineering at a technical
school what would you do?
This was the choice of former
Engineering Dean and Sibley School graduate Professor
Edmund Cranch who recently passed away at the age of
92. In a televised interview
with Professor Emeritus Frank
Moon, Cranch revealed that in
the late 1930’s as a teenager he
was a jazz cornet player. He
often went to NYC to hear the
Duke Ellington band and Louis
Armstrong. When his amateur
jazz band entered a contest at
the NY World’s Fair of 1939 it
won a chance to tour the United States. However Ed was also
admitted to the Newark College
of Engineering [now NJIT]. Reluctantly Ed chose to go to engineering college and wound
up during the war going to
Cornell to study engines in the
Sibley School. Ed stayed on for
graduate school and received
his Ph.D. in 1951 working with
then famous Professor Norman
Goodier. Professor Cranch was
one of the founding faculty and
Chair of the department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
[1956-1968], now merged with
the Sibley School. He went on
to become Dean at Cornell and
later 12th President of Worcester Polytechnic Institute [19781985]. He and his wife Virginia
returned to Ithaca in their later
years.
[Professor Moon’s interview
with Ed Cranch can be found
on
Cornell’s
eCommons;
https://ecommons.cornell.edu/
handle/1813/31544]

MAETEAMS
FOLLOW US

(ENGINEERING STUDENT PROJECT TEAMS ARE ON THE MOVE)
ON THE WEB:

WWW.ENGINEERING.CORNELL.EDU/TEAMS

ON TWITTER: #CORNELLENGTEAMS
On our career trajectories:
Team participants went into academia, from M.Eng..’s, M.B.A.’s, and Ph.D.’s
at top ranking institutions, and industry, to start-ups out on the west coast, to industry giants in the east. The shared story of these students is that the teams have
fostered in them a more robust understanding of engineering and its applications,
and an advanced skill set among their peers.
Waiting to make an impression at the Career Fair.

Company recruiters talk with Violet at the Engineering
Project Team Career Fair Blitz.

Snagging the internship of their dreams at the Career Fair.

THROUGHOUT OUR DESIGN CYCLES, FROM NEW MEMBER ON-BOARDING, DESIGN REVIEWS AND
FABRICATION, TO FINAL PROTOTYPES.

Cornell Rocketry Team at this year’s
ProjectFest.
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The EERI Seismic Design Team at
ProjectFest.

FOLLOW US AS WE SHOWCASE OUR WORK AT COMPETITIONS AND SERVICE LOCALES.
Engineers Without Borders
traveled to Bolivia this summer,
to collect data for their bridge and
water projects.

Cornell Mars Rover competed in the
University Rover Challenge at the
Mars Desert Research Center in
Hanksville, Utah.

AROUND THE U.S. AND BEYOND.

LOOK FOR US ONLINE, AT YOUR COMPANIES AND UNIVERSITIES, IN YOUR HOMETOWN
OR DESTINATION LOCATION, AND DEFINITELY FIND US ON THE CORNELL CAMPUS!
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